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Morphologic Changes in Patient with Drusen and Drusenoid Pigment
Epithelial Detachment after Intravitreal Ranibizumab for Choroidal
Neovascular Membrane : A Case Report
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Abstract: The authors present a case of morphologic changes of drusen and drusenoid pigment epithelial detachment (DPED) after
treating choroidal neovascularization (CNV) using ranibizumab in age-related macular degeneration (AMD). A 71-year-old woman
has noticed mild visual acuity deterioration in the right eye for several months. She was presented with some drusen and DPED
associated with CNV. This patient was given intravitreal injection of 0.5 mg of ranibizumab five times at monthly intervals for
treating CNV. DPED in the temporal and drusen in the superior to macula were diminished, which continued up to 2 months.
Intravitreal ranibizumab injection may have influenced with diminishment of drusen and DPED. After 2 months, CNV was recurred.
Keywords: Age-related macular degeneration, anti-VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor), drusen, drusenoid pigment epithelial
detachment, ranibizumab.

INTRODUCTION
Drusenoid pigment epithelial detachment (DPED) is defined as a fairly well-circumscribed, shallow elevation of the
retinal pigment epithelium, formed by a confluence of soft drusen, often located in the central macula [1].
Disappearance of drusen or DPED has been shown after laser photocoagulation, verteporfin photodynamic therapy,
haemorheopheresis and vitrectomy [2 - 9]. Ranibizumab (Lucentis, Genentech, South San Francisco, CA) as a treatment
for exudative AMD inhibits a number of subtypes of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF may trigger the
growth of CNV, resulting in the exudative AMD [8]. However, the relationship between VEGF and drusen or DPED
was not known [10 - 12]. We report diminishment of drusen and DPED after intravitreal ranibizumab injection for
treating CNV, but CNV was recurred.
CASE REPORT
A 71-year-old woman has noticed mild visual acuity deterioration in the right eye for several months. Best corrected
visual acuity (BCVA) in the right eye was 20/40. Right eye biomicroscopy revealed centrally located DPED with
diffuse coalesced soft drusen and retinal hemorrhage at the macular and paramacular region. Hyperfluorescence of
fluorescein angiography (FFA) and hypo-reflectivity of OCT (Stratus OCT; OCT3; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany)
correspond to CNV with DPED (Figs. 1A, 1C, 1E, 2A and 2E). DPED area was identified by FFA. She underwent
intravitreal injections of 0.5mg ranibizumab five times over 6 months for treating CNV. After 5 intravitreal injections
on a monthly basis, DPED located temporal to macula is diminished. Drusen at superotemporal is diminished over time
as well (Figs. 1B, 1F, 2B and 2F). CNV was regressed (Fig. 1D) and BCVA of 20/40 improved to 20/25 after 6 months
from the initial examination. Reduction of drusen and DPED has continued up to 2 months after initial diminishment
(Figs. 2C, 2G). After 2 months, CNV was recurred (Figs. 2D, 2H).
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DISCUSSION
Regression of drusen or DPED following intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy was uncommon. Some reports about the
regression of drusen and DPED after anti-VEGF therapy are in the literature [5, 6]. Krishnan et al. [5] described 3 eyes
of 2 patients who demonstrated a regression of drusen and DPED after anti-VEGF therapy. One patient was DPED with
occult CNV at both eyes, and decreased drusen and DPED after 8 months with 3 intravitreal bevacizumab injections in
the right eye and 2 intravitreal bevacizumab injections in the left eye. The other patient has left soft drusen and DPED
with classic CNV, 6 months after the initial treatment, the number and size of drusen appeared reduced with 5 left
intravitreal ranibizumab injections. One prospective pilot study showed that intravitreal ranibizumab demonstrated
anatomic and functional benefit in patients with symptomatic DPED without CNV in AMD. That study was
prospective, interventional pilot study and includes six eyes in six patients [6]. All 9 cases, no eyes developed CNV or
GA, and all eyes improved in visual acuity. However, the use of intravitreal pegaptanib has been reported in DPED,
resulting in secondary atrophy with poor visual outcome [7].

Fig. (1). (A, C, E) Fundus photographs (A), FFA (C) and OCT (E) images of patient at the first examination. Fundus photographs, a
centrally located DPED are seen with diffuse coalesced soft drusen at right eye. Hyperfluorescence of FFA and hypo-reflectivity of
OCT correspond to CNV with a DPED. (B, D, F) Fundus photographs (B), FFA (D) and OCT (F) images of patient after
ranibizumab injections. After 5 intravitreal ranibizumab injections, six months later, DPED at foveal area and drusen located
superotemporal to macula are diminished over time. The late-phase fluorescein study shows regression of CNV.

We could not completely rule out the possibility of a natural regression or dynamic changes of drusen and DPED.
However, at the literature, natural course of drusen and DPED usually takes 2 to 5 years to change [1]. In our case,
because diminishment of drusen and DPED took only 6 months, we have postulated anti-VEGF may have crucial role
in these changes.
Mixture of multiple fundus findings was one more consideration in this case. In the case of a patient with a mixture
of drusen, DPED and CNV, FAG and OCT may not be able to facilitate decisive diagnoses, as it is difficult to
differentiate one from another with FAG and OCT. Thus, DPED with CNV looks larger than only DPED. In addition,
decrease of DPED may be overestimated, after CNV regression.
The mechanism of influence of drusen and DPED after anti-VEGF therapy is uncertain. We have postulated a
mechanism of reduction to explain our case reports. Possible mechanisms during and after intravitreal ranibizumab
injection include mechanical and biochemical effects. Some stimulating factors have a common final pathway of
reactive RPE changes resulting in phagocytosis of drusen material [8, 9]. It may be speculated that nonspecific
stimulating factors including mechanical (partial detachment of the posterior vitreous cortex, vitreoretinal traction), or
biochemical (ranibizumab itself) factors. Also, the presence of lipid nature in the fluid component of pigment epithelial
detachment may suggest a possible role for VEGF because VEGF is well known to control vascular permeability. We
believe it is reasonable to postulate that the inhibition of VEGF by ranibizumab may decrease the influx of lipid and
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fluid by decreasing transvascular permeability [10]. Further, similar mechanisms may possibly lead to a decrease of
lipid deposition from corneal neovascularization after anti-VEGF treatment [11, 12]. Gallego-Pinazo et al. [6]
emphasized that the intravitreal ranibizumab seems to be beneficial in patients with DPED, especially when intraretinal
fluid is present by OCT, like in our case. It cannot be confirmed whether DPED and drusen regression is good or poor
prognostic factor to AMD. In our case, DPED and drusen were diminished. However, patients showed more severe
findings of AMD such as CNV. Regression of DPED and drusen is induced in expectation that this will reduce the risk
of CNV. Nevertheless, it shows that the regression of DPED and drusen should not be regarded as a recuperation from
the disease. The correlation between drusen regression and CNV progression should be further studied.
In conclusion, intravitreal ranibizumab injection might be influenced dynamic changes of drusen and DPED.
Further studies may need to provide insight into the pathogenesis of anti-VEGF in drusen and DPED.

Fig. (2). (A, E) Initial examination, fundus photography and red free fundus image in the right eye revealed DPED (white dotted
line) with diffuse coalesced soft drusen (black dotted line) at macular and paramacular region. There are focal hyperpigmentary
changes and retinal hemorrhage (black arrowhead) over confluent drusen. (B, F) Six months after 5 intravitreal ranibizumab
injections in the right eye, DPED at foveal area and drusens located superotemporal to macula are diminished over time. Retinal
hemorrhage have also disappeared. (C, G) One month after the initial absorption of drusen and DPED, drusen and central DPED
reduction continued. (D, H) Two months after initial absorption of drusen and DPED, previous central DPED reduction continued,
and drusen at the superotemporal to macula area was decreased. But, CNV was recurred.
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